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Hi Jon, Welcome 
to Textlocal. 
Your Messenger 
account has been 
credited with ten 
free text credits 
so you can get 
started straight 
away. Textlocal

Welcome to a better way to  
engage your customers.
Your Messenger account has been credited with ten free text credits  
so you can get started straight away. 

One standard text message can contain up to 160 characters. If you 
use more than 160 characters in your text, two or more text credits 
will be used, just like on your phone. 

Before you send your messages, make sure you have enough text 
credits. If you need additional credits, these can be purchased 
online using a credit card, debit card or PayPal. 

Looking for 1,000 credits or more? We can raise an invoice 
and payment can be made by bank transfer.  

If you need more than 50,000 credits please contact us 
directly to discuss your campaign plans.  

PR
ICE

PRO

M
IS
E

Textlocal continually review the SMS prices on offer to customers, to make sure 
you benefit from a competitive rate. We only partner with the leading global 
networks to send texts to UK mobiles, unlike some providers that use cheaper 
foreign networks. This way, we can guarantee you the best levels of service.

If you find a more competitive quote, please call us on 01244 752299 and we 
promise to at least match it or in most cases beat it.

Ten free text credits  
to get you started 

Price promise
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For more information on staying compliant, to make the most of your text message communications,  
visit: www.ico.gov.uk

Are you compliant?
Your customers are important to you – and to us. However you 
choose to compile your contact lists, it’s essential that you stay  
compliant with current recommendations. Here’s a summary of the 
key facts.

• The sender has obtained your details through a sale or negotiations for a sale

• The messages are about similar products or services offered by the sender

• Your customers were given an opportunity to opt-in to receive text messages  
 or a simple way to opt-out from all text messages.

The ICO (Information Commissioners Office) states that organisations may not send a text message to a 
customer if they have not agreed to it, unless the following apply: 

It’s simple to manage opt-outs with Messenger  
By ticking one box, Messenger will add an ‘opt-out’ path to every message, giving you peace of mind. 
This gives a simple instruction to the recipient to remove themselves from your database. 

By texting your free opt-out Keyword to the Short Code, e.g. ‘text KEYWORDSTOP to 60777’, that 
particular mobile number is automatically removed from all of your contact groups and updated in 
your opt-out list. The number will stay on the opt-out list until the recipient chooses to opt back in. 

Opt-outs 
We recommend you include an opt-out path 
on every message sent. This gives the recipient 
a chance to easily remove themselves from 
your database, and from any future messages. 

Messenger will not send a text to any 

number on your opt-out list
When you add new contacts into your Messenger account, Messenger will automatically strip 
out any numbers which have previously opted-out of your messages. 

You can also manually opt-out mobile numbers – perfect if your customers contact you directly 
with an opt-out request. 

Your customers are important to you – and to us. However you choose to compile your 
contact lists, it’s essential that you stay compliant with current recommendations. 

Messenger helps you stay compliant

Make sure your mobile  
communications are 

compliant with best practices

Textlocal Tip
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Ready to get started?
You’ve opened your Messenger account, now you’re ready to send and receive MMS 
(multi-media messaging service). 

MMS is a popular way to share images, audio and video content easily and quickly. The majority of phones 
can send and receive these types of messages – the recipient doesn’t need a smartphone. MMS are free 
for the recipient to receive. 

This guide covers everything you need to know about sending MMS, to improve the overall engagement 
and response to your messaging campaigns.

Sending MMS from Messenger works in the same way as sending text messages; only you purchase MMS 
credits instead of SMS credits. One credit is worth one MMS message with a limit of 300KB. You will have 
received two free MMS credits when you opened your Messenger account. Additional credits can be 
purchased online. 

You can receive MMS (images, audio and video content) as an email attachment, directly onto your 
Messenger Inbox. In order to receive MMS in this way, you will need an MMS enabled Inbox. Every MMS 
sent can also contain a text message. 
  

An introduction to MMS 

How to send MMS  

Sending MMS involves the same simple process as sending a text message. Consider the following: 

• Who you’re sending your MMS to?

• What you want to say in the message?

• How you plan to encourage the recipient to take action?
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Step 2

Select who you want to send your message to. This can be an individual or an existing group. If you 
haven’t uploaded your contact lists, see our guide ‘How to create and grow your contact lists’ for 
advice and instructions on how to do this. 

We always recommend including some text with your picture message to explain what the picture, video 
or audio file is about. The text message will be included in the cost of the MMS credit. 

Step 3

If you have uploaded any additional information about your contacts, you can include this in your 
message to add personalisation and increase interest in response. This is optional. 

Step 4

Upload the content. This must be saved on your desktop or tablet so that it can be to inserted into the 
message. Remember – the size of the file is limited to 300KB. If your image exceeds this limit, Messenger 
will not upload it. 

Step 1

Click on ‘Send Picture Message’ on the main navigation bar in Messenger. This opens a screen that has a 
similar look to the ‘send SMS message’ screen. 
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When sending MMS, you 
need to consider…  

MMS can only be sent to a UK mobile. 
Messenger will remove any non-UK 
numbers before the message is sent, 

so you don’t need to worry about 
paying for wasted messages. 

Textlocal Tip

Sender name

Unlike sending a text message, your sender name will 
default to Textlocal’s MMS shared short code – there is 
no option to specify a sender name. The sender name 
will always appear as 88600. 

Include an opt-out path

We strongly recommend always including an opt-out on all messages. This gives the recipients the 
chance to easily remove themselves from your contact list and any future messages. Once you have 
created your message and inserted the content, tick the box to choose an opt-out option from the 
drop-down list. 

If a recipient requests to be opted-out from future communications, they will automatically be 
removed from your contact list and added to your opt-out list. This can be found in the reports section 
of your Messenger account. You won’t be able to send an MMS or text message to this contact again. 

Step 5

Finally, click ‘Send Message.’ A preview screen will display your message as one final confirmation 
before it’s sent. 
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Scheduling messages

With any marketing activity, it’s important to consider when your customers and contacts are going 
to be most responsive. For example, there’s little point sending a message for ‘buy one get one free 
on pizzas’ at 9pm when people are likely to have eaten. This is where scheduling comes in. 

If you don’t want your MMS to go immediately, tick the ‘Schedule’ box instead of ‘Send’. You will be 
given you the option to select the time and date you want to your message to be sent, up to 12-months 
in advance. You can view and amend all scheduled messages in the reports section up until the time 
they are sent. 
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MMS credits bundle Per Bundle Per Credit

25 Credits £8.50

£17.00

£34.00

£170.00

£340.00

£1,700.00

34p

34p

34p

34p

34p

34p

50 Credits

100 Credits

500 Credits

1,000 Credits

5,000 Credits

Receiving MMS    

There are various types of numbers and keywords which you can rent from Textlocal, that will deliver 
incoming MMS directly to your Messenger account and designated email address(es). We offer four types 
of MMS enabled inbound numbers. All MMS are free for the recipient to receive.

Keyword on a long number 
Your customers, staff or group members send their MMS to a long number and start their message with 
your chosen keyword.

Long numbers and keywords can be purchased in Messenger and will be added to your account 
immediately.   

Dedicated Inbound Number 
Your customers, staff or group members send their MMS to your dedicated number. They don’t need to 
include a keyword which makes it slightly easier.

To set-up a Dedicated Inbound Number, call us on 01244 752299 0845 009 3180 . This service can take 
upto two weeks to be Live. 

Keyword on shared short code
Your customers, staff or group members send their MMS to a short code and start their message with 
your chosen keyword. Using a more memorable short code is an ideal way to improve response. 

Dedicated short code 
Receive all MMS sent to a dedicated sort code, 
regardless of what the first word of the text 
message is. You can still set-up as many keywords 
as you like for each campaign you’re running. 

To set-up a short code, call us on 01244 752299. 
This service can take upto two weeks to be Live.

the sender will always be charged their 
standard network rate for sending an MMS 

to any of Textlocal’s inbound numbers. 
It may be free if they have MMS as part 

of their bundle. 

Textlocal Tip

What does it cost to send MMS?  

Like text credits, you can buy these in the bundles displayed below. MMS credits never expire, so you can 
take advantage of the large bundles. 
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Keyword on long number 

Keyword on a short code
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Keyword on Dedicated Inbound Number 

Dedicated short code

Inbound MMS is a great way to 
receive accurate, informative and 

visual information from your contacts 
in seconds.  

Textlocal Tip

How to order an inbound MMS number 

Step 1

Log into your Messenger account and click 
‘Receive’ along the top navigation. 
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Step 2

This will bring up a list of any existing inboxes, plus any default ones you have. 
Click on ‘Create a new Inbox’. 

Step 3

Click on MMS Inbox. This shows a brief description of each type of inbound MMS number available. 

Step 4

Select  the type of inbound number you want to purchase. Click ‘Buy Now’. 

A keyword on a shared long MMS number can be set-up online, and you will be prompted to select 
your keyword. For any other inbound MMS numbers, instructions will be provided on how to place 
an order with us.   

Step 5

Follow the payment instruction, using a credit/debit card or PayPal. You will receive 
confirmation of this payment straight away and your Inbox will be Live immediately. 

Once you have purchased your new inbound MMS number, it will appear as a new 
Inbox under the ‘Receive’ tab in your Messenger account. 
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Additional set-up of your inbound MMS number  
 
Once your inbound MMS number is live, you can add more information. Click ‘Settings’ and the screen 
below will appear where you can: 

• Set-up SMS auto responses (with a scheduling option) 

• Set email addresses to forward inbound messages to 

• Set email responses with attachments 

• Forward messages to URL

• Forward messages to a mobile phone 

• Forward to a group. 

Build an online gallery of 
inbound MMS quickly. 

Textlocal Tip

Reporting on your sent MMS 
 
Messenger provides a full range of reports for singular and group MMS. Here you can view the MMS 
messages sent by date range and check delivery receipts for each
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What your reporting means   
 
Messenger provides a full range of reports for singular and group MMS. Here you can view the MMS 
messages sent by date range and check delivery receipts for each

TicketSource is a free online ticketing and box office management system. Since its launch in February 
2004, the service has been used by over 12,000 event organisers and venues of all shapes and sizes 
throughout the UK. In 2014, the service was made available to the USA and the Eurozone. 
TicketSource has been using Textlocal’s SMS API to deliver mobile tickets to customers since 2009. It’s 
currently introducing MMS mobile tickets complete with a scannable barcode using Textlocal’s MMS API 
solution. Service reliability is a key factor and during their time with Textlocal, the level of service has been 
rated as ‘exemplary’ by TicketSource. 
“The API was easy to incorporate into the TicketSource website, with lots of helpful examples available 
for a variety of programming languages. On the few occasions where we have required technical support 
from the Textlocal team, they have been responsive and knowledgeable.”

Delivered: your message has been successfully delivered to the recipient’s phone. 

Undelivered: on this occasion, your message has not been delivered. This could be because the handset 
has been without signal for 48 hours, is outside of the UK and not using roaming data or isn’t switched on. 
It could also be that the recipient’s message Inbox is full and so unable to receive further until some are 
deleted. We advise a ‘three strikes and you’re out’ rule for undelivered messages. If you haven’t been able 
to get the message through by the third attempt, the contact should be removed from your list. 

Invalid: the mobile number is no longer in use. We strongly recommend you remove these from your 
contact list. 

Unknown: the networks haven’t notified us whether the message has been delivered or not. 

CardOneBanking is an independent, FCA authorised company that has been providing current accounts 
and payment services since 2007. They provide current accounts for personal and small businesses 
customers. “We’ve used Textlocal for a number of years and have always found the service to be first
class. The delivery is virtually instant and there is never any downtime. Our customers find the SMS facility 
extremely useful as they can bank with us 24/7 without the hassle of making a phone call or logging onto 
the website. It gives them fast and accurate account information. We also use the inbound MMS service 
to allow customers to send us photo ID. It’s so much easier for them than scanning documents or finding 
a fax machine; and the quality is so much better. We set everything up using the control panel which is 
really simple to use. Overall, I have been extremely impressed with the product and service and would not 
hesitate to recommend them to anyone who needs an SMS provider.”

MMS in action     
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Managing your opt-out’s

By ticking one box, Messenger will add an ‘opt-out’ path to your messages. This gives a simple instruction 
to the recipient on what to do if they would like to remove themselves from your contact list, so they no 
longer receive any messages from you. The number will stay on the opt-out list until the owner chooses 
to opt back in.

If you need any further help or guidance using Messenger please call our dedicated 
support team on 01244 752299 or visit our website www.textlocal.com for more 
help and support. 

Need more help?

We strongly advise including an opt-out message on all outbound texts, e.g. ‘text TLSTOP to 60777’. 
Messenger has inbuilt functionality which automatically removes any mobile numbers which have 
opted-out from your contact list, so you don’t have to do anything. This gives peace of mind, 
knowing that you can’t send a message to someone who has opted-out. 

Messenger will cleanse the contacts you upload, stripping out any numbers which have previously 
opted-out of your messages. You can also manually add opt-out contact numbers to the list 
– perfect if a customer contacts you directly with an opt-out request. 

Your data is safe with Textlocal 
We understand how important your contact data is to you and to your business. At Textlocal, we 
comply in the way we handle all consumer data. We will not pass on any of your data to any third 
parties, keeping it confidentially, secure and in compliance with the Data Protection Act 1998.

For further information, please view our SLA and Privacy Policy
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Follow us: 

TEXT US
Text GO to 62277

CALL US
01244 752299

EMAIL US
sales@textlocal.com www.textlocal.com

VISIT US


